
April 1, 2021 

  

Hi Chriss and Jim 

We are feeling more settled but still have a way to go. 

At least we don't have any set deadlines now.  South 
Carolina is beautiful and we look forward to enjoying all it 
has to offer. 

We can't thank you enough for your assistance 
throughout our house sale and moving process.  We 
especially appreciate your advice prior to putting our 
house on the market.  All of your suggestions, which we 
implemented, proved to make our home more attractive 
to buyers and ultimately expedited our sales 
process.  Your professionalism, personal support, 
attention to detail and assistance throughout the 
process; helped us navigate the challenging and stressful 
aspects of selling our home. 

It was a pleasure to work with both of you and we would 
highly recommend your services to anyone looking to list 
or purchase a home with you. 

Thank you again for all your help. 

Laura Budd and Michael Fitzpatrick 

 



Dear Chriss & Jim, 

You did an outstanding job of showcasing my home during the most difficult and stressful 
times to sell a home.  We were caught in the middle of a pandemic never experienced 
before.  You staged my home beautifully for the several open houses held before the 
lockdown.  And then when showings resumed, your attention to my health and safety and 
that of potential buyers  with masks and sanitizing was above and beyond protocol set 
forth by real estate and Ibis guidelines not to mention the CDC.   

My thanks and those of my sons for making this sale at this time so seamless and worry 
- free.  I remain grateful for your professionalism, your many sound suggestions and your 
sincerity. 

With respect and gratitude, 
De Dellapina 
September 2020 

 



Hi Chriss and Jim, 

The endless unpacking continues. It will be a while before we're ready for socially 
distanced guests, but I'm happy to write a recommendation in the meantime. 

From the moment we contacted Chriss and Jim about our Florida house hunt, they 
impressed us as knowledgable about the area and responsive to our relocation needs. 
They helped us line up a temporary rental and really listened to what we were looking for 
in our new home. When we had questions about HOA fees and other expenses, Chriss 
delivered detailed breakdowns of what we could expect. We are so grateful for their help 
in navigating an extremely competitive real estate market and enjoyed spending time with 
them. You should not miss the opportunity to work with these talented professionals.  

  

I mean every word of this, but would prefer to use only first names, if possible. 

  

We made it over to Ibis to see Trish and Paul's place. Really nice! 

OK, now back to unpacking. 

Cheers, 

Terry 
September 2020 

 



Dear Chriss 
 
FINALLY!!! It was a long time coming. I want to thank you and Jim for all 
the extra help you gave me in last several years with the condo. It was a 
lot less stress for me knowing you were there and willing and able to come 
to my aid when I needed it. Take care and stay healthy. 
 
Harriet 
July 2020 
 

 



Chriss & Jim, 
 
I wanted to drop you a note to let you know how extremely pleased we were with your services 
as our real estate agents.  Your efforts to obtain the best possible outcome for us was evident 
throughout the process.  You went above and beyond and exceeded our expectations.  We would 
not hesitate to recommend your services to anyone who is considering listing their property for 
sale.  Again many thanks. 
 
David & Joann 
October 2019 
 



We recently sold our vacation home in Orchid Reserve and we would like 
to thank Chriss and Jim Harrison for their exceptional service in listing and 
selling our property.


Their research into comparable sales and relevant market trends was 
extensive and accurate. Our listing agreement was concise and complete.


Our home was photographed professionally and the resulting full colour 
feature sheet highlighted it’s warmth.


The use of social media in marketing the property was well received and 
open houses were plentiful and spurred interest


As a couple we have bought and sold several properties and of all the 
professionals we have worked with, Chriss and Jim rank at the top of our 
list as true professionals.


Anne and Jim M.


October 2019.
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September 1,2019 
 
 
 
 
Dear Chris and Jim, 
   
 
Just wanted to let you know how much I appreciate your wonderful service and 
attention to detail.  The total experience of selling my unit in Orchid Reserve, 
from listing through settlement was stress free.  You made it wonderful.  Chris, 
your responsiveness throughout was impressive.   
 
 
Thank you again. 
 
Very truly yours, 
 
 
 
RITA SHAPIRO   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



THE	DREAM	TEAM	
	
Chriss,	Jim	and	Chad	with	the	Leibowitz	Realty	Group	have	a	
clear	understanding	of	the	Ibis	market.	They	arrived	at	our	
initial	meeting	with	informative	and	detailed	information.	Jim	
and	team	were	mindful	of	our	desires	and	a	plan	was	put	in	
place.	They	sold	our	home	in	one	week!		
	
Chriss'	attention	to	detail	and	home	staging	suggestions	made	
all	the	difference.	Chad	was	very	helpful	from	day	one	to	our	
actual	move.	He	went	above	and	beyond.	Having	lived	in	Ibis	
for	24	years	we	feel	we	selected	the	best	team.	We	could	not	
be	more	pleased	with	the	process	and	the	results.	
	
Tim	and	Pam	
	
July	8,	2019	
	
	







 
June 2018 
 
 
 
Dear Chriss and Jim, 
 
It isn’t often that we can say we entered into a business contract to sell a home, and  
subsequently purchase a new home, while meeting two amazing realtors who have  
become good friends.  
 
You began by being totally professional and honest with regard to the pluses and  
minuses of the house we wanted to sell. Your marketing pieces were superb, so much  
better than any others. The real estate market was slow and our back patio view was a 
wall. With your encouragement and supportive, continuous contact, we did sell with a 
cash offer. You made the process comfortable and very easy. 

 
 Then, it was onward and upward. Allen and I had been narrowing what we were looking  
 for by scouting out homes and specific neighborhoods ahead of our sale. When we 
 were ready to buy, you both jumped back in and showed us everything available that 
 you thought might work for us. Success came pretty quickly, and with your assistance,  
 we negotiated a good deal for our new home. Once again the transaction and closing 
process went smoothly.  

 
 It has been such a pleasure meeting you both and working together. We will continue to 
do our best sending as many friends your way as possible. Please know that we are 
available anytime should you want to use us as a reference. 

 
Many, many thanks. 
 
Our best always, 
 
Laurie and Allen 
 
 



Dear Chriss and Jim, 

Now that Eddie and I are settled, we didn’t want to miss an opportunity to let you know how 
much we appreciated all your help with purchasing our new home. Your professionalism and 
going the extra mile to help us in this difficult process was so beneficial, especially since we lived 
out of state.  You went above and beyond to assist us, from showing us many homes, the 
negotiations, and being there for our home inspection.  Your knowledge of the community  was 
invaluable, especially providing us with lists of resources and this continues to be a great help. I 
would be remiss if I didn’t mention your patience, attention to detail, and your sense of humor. 
It would be our pleasure to highly recommend you to anyone interested in buying or selling a 
home. 

Thanks again for all your help.  We are loving our new home and the community! 

Doreen and Eddie 

 



Hi Chriss, 

  

Just a quick note to thank you and Jim for the wonderful job you did selling our condo.  It took a 

special understanding of the area and the market and you were right on target. Your advice with 

regard to timing, pricing and staging was much appreciated.  The photos for the brochure were so 

well done that it made us think twice about selling.  Not really.  It was the right time for us and 

we  

were thrilled with your handling of the sale, from start to finish. 

Regards to Jim and please thank him for all the extra TLC he gave us, to expedite the sale and 

just be a kind neighbor. 

Have a great summer, hopefully hurricane free. 

Our best, 

Nancy and Tom Carroll 

 



My parents were snow birds from NY. For the past 18 years they would spend their summers in 
NY running their seasonal business (a children’s camp they’ve operated for over 50 years) and 
the winters at Ibis.  It was August when I visited them in NY and saw their condition and 
realized they weren’t going back to Florida. It was as if someone flipped a switch, they could 
barely get around and here they were accustomed to having full control of their lives. I had to 
move quickly and began juggling their medical needs, relocate them to Maryland to live near 
my sister and me and get the house at Ibis on the market.    
 
I called a local friend (someone that I trust) that was active in our local community in 
Washington DC with various philanthropic organizations and also owned a home in Ibis. I 
needed a recommendation of who to turn to. They referred us to Chriss and Jim Harrison with a 
glowing testimonial about how they aren’t your typical real estate agent only interested in a 
quick sale and their commission.  Chriss and Jim will hold your hand through the entire process.  
That is exactly what I needed to hear. We talked several times and I arranged a flight down to 
meet with them and assess the property for the market. The house needed a big clean up and 
reliable contractors to make necessary repairs. It took several months for the clean-up and 
repairs and the house went on the market. All through the process the couple directed me 
every step of the way.  From responsible contractors, weekly check-up for me in my absence, 
actively marketing the house and always checking to make sure the house was in good order.  
We survived hurricanes, an unexpected leak in the spa, roof issues, landscaping fix ups and my 
Moms medical crisis which lasted 7 months and included weeks in ICU cardiac care. The bottom 
line is, things happen and the Harrison’s were there to go the distance with us.  There is no way 
that I would have survived September of 2016 – March 2018 without their unbelievable care 
and going the extra mile plus.  Although it took time to clean up and to sell, in the end they did 
sell the house, provided lots of moral support and my parents are now living stress free in 
Maryland. The Harrison’s do more then sell a house, they care. 
 
Thank you both so much, 
Kindest regards from the entire Estis family, Greenspan’s and Green’s 
 
Debbie Estis Greenspan 
April 2018 



     

                                  Heidi and Walter Stepan 

                                                              
                                                         8583 Egret Meadow Lane 

                                                                           

                                                                          West Palm Beach, FL 33412-1560 
 

 

                                                                          
                                                                 

                                                                          Tegernsee, 8/28/2016 

 

 

 

Dear Chriss and Jim, 

 

Having sold our home with your continued support and activities, the open houses and the 

presentations, we can only thank you for all the extra steps taken to close the project.  

 

After a disappointing experience with another realtor before, you both have been a fresh 

breeze of air. The way you went about to get the word out by activating all  your resources  

to get interested parties to walk the home was just a very new and positive experience for 

us.  

 

We are just full of enthusiasm to recommend your services to others, even though we 

don’t have the opportunity any longer after having moved back to our home country 

Germany. Nevertheless, whenever we talk to our American friends we always tell them 

how lucky we have been by choosing you as our realtor. 

 

Again, we want to thank you from the bottom of our heart for your outstanding service. 

You have definitely gone the extra mile to make us happy and to get the job done.  

 

We wish you both all the best in your personal and professional life and hope that we will 

see you again when we visit IBIS. 

 

With best personal regards,  

 

 

 

Walter and Heidi  
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